GENERAL PUMP

A member of the Interpump Group

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS (continued)
To begin spraying:
Start the pressure washer.
Raise the wand and keep the nozzle at least ten feet away from the surface to be cleaned. Keep
the extension wand clear of power lines.
Squeeze the trigger to begin spraying, maintain stable footing, and move the wand in to the
surface to be cleaned.
Caution: Except in cases of emergency, do not release the trigger near any surfaces.
To stop spraying:
Before releasing the trigger gun move the nozzle at least ten feet away from the surface being
cleaned and make sure you have solid footing. The wand will rebound when the trigger is
released or if pressure is lost. USE EXTREME CAUTION when working on or near fragile
surfaces as there may be enough force to damage surfaces or break windows. Keep clear of
power lines. When you are clear of the work surface and in a safe area - release the trigger.
BELT ASSEMBLY/DIRECTIONS
The belt is like any normal belt - it fits around a person’s waist with (if you are right handed) the
aluminum pole clamp to your right hip side. There is a nylon strap attached to the belt that you
can adjust, so the belt is clipped snuggly into place around your waist. There are two plastic
openings on the one end of the belt with the smaller opening used to insert the clip on the nylon
belt strap, which is wrapped in place around your waist. The larger second opening is for the
adjustable shoulder harness which you cross over your opposite shoulder (left shoulder) from
back to front so the clip is inserted at the same location that you just secured the nylon strap onto
the belt.
To attach the belt to the telescoping wand, first unclip the nylon strap holding the aluminum clamp
from the belt. Securely fasten the aluminum clamp to the telescoping pole in a position that the
operator chooses. Tighten with a screwdriver so that the clip is positioned so it can be fastened
back into the belt. Clip the nylon strap, which is now clamped onto the telescoping wand, back
into the belt and you are ready to operate the telescoping wand with the belt securely assembled.

